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Institution for Electronic Nanosystems
The University Institute
Institute for 
Print and Media Technology
Prof. Dr. Arved C. Hübler
Print Media Technology
pmTUC since 1998
at Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
founded in 1956
before at universities in 
Heidelberg and Berlin
then Senior R&D Manager at   
one of the world's leading research 
and teaching institutions for print 
Bertelsmann AG
Prof. Dr. Reinhard R.  Baumann 
Digital Printing and Imaging
processes and machines
more than 50 stuff members
pmTUC  since 2006
Chemical Physics in Leipzig and Bonn
IBM Almaden RC in San Jose / USA
then Senior R&D Manager at
more than 2 Mio. € 3rd party funding anually
    
MAN Roland Druckmaschinen AG
the institute is 
• interdisciplinary
Mechanical Engineers, Process Engineers, Physicists, Chemists, Computer Scientists, 
Electrical Engineering Technician, Micro Mechanics, Industrial Engineers, Humanists
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• international
Fraunhofer Research Institution 
for Electronic Nanosystems (ENAS)
 New Fraunhofer ENAS 
   
building in Chemnitz 
 Ground breaking in  2007 
 Finishing construction 
2009 
 Inauguration June 22 
Prof. Dr. Reinhard R.  Baumann 
since 2007 head of the 
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Dept. for Printed Functionalities  
 Physics Institute of TU 
Chemnitz 
 Fraunhofer ENAS 
 Start-up Building 
City of Chemnitz 
 Home of 3D Micromac
H f G ome o  emac
 ZFM (Center for Micro 
Technologies) of TU   
Chemnitz 
 pmTUC of TU Chemnitz 
700 sqm clean rooms 
1500 sqm lab space to rent for start-ups 
1000 sqm office space to rent for start-ups 
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Printed Electronics require Power Everywhere! 







• direct product integration possible
• environmentally friendly
semi active RFID Label
(metal-free possible)
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Printed Electronics require Power Everywhere! 
E i O t b 2008 Th ld‘ fi t i ksqu re c o er : e wor s rs e- n cover 
www.adaptivepath.com 
www.adaptivepath.com 
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Integration for Functional Printing 
Kleinrollensystem: 150 mm Gravur  , , 
Siebdruck, Inkjet, Laser  
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web width 140 mm;  speed < 3 m/s 
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Inkjet Laboratory
• Dimatix Materials Printer (DMP)
• Xaar XUSB & XJ-126/50
• Microdrop single nozzle system
• iTi with Spectra Piezo IJ heads     
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Integration for Functional Printing 
microSTRUCT 1060 
direct laser write 
t f h t f dsys em or s ee - e  
production 
(70 x 70 cm²) 
iTi XY MDS 2 0  .  
industrial inkjet system 
in glove box 
with drop watcher
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Workflow Systems – Graphic Arts Industry 
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Advanced Workflow Systems
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Color Yellow Process Colors
Color Black
Gloss & Protection Coating
Electrical Conductivity
Adapted Dielectric Properties
Electrical Semi-Conductivity Circuitry 
Electric Power
Electro-Luminescence / Light Emission 
S i E i t Sens ng nv ronmen
Surface Modification




Intelligence via Chip and / or Supplemental Electronics Chips
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Geometric Shape / Laser Cutting
Printing Functionality Separations, 
traditional & future ones 
Color Cyan
Color Magenta
Color Yellow Process Colors
Color Black
Gloss & Protection Coating
Electrical Conductivity
Adapted Dielectric Properties
Electrical Semi-Conductivity Circuitry 
Electric Power
Electro-Luminescence / Light Emission 
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Surface Modification




Intelligence via Chip and / or Supplemental Electronics Chips
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Geometric Shape / Laser Cutting
From Color Separations to 
Functionality Separations
 Laser Manufacturing 
  
Text and Images
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printed functionalities
The Vision: Printed Smart Objects 
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printed keyboard
The Baumann Group 
Principal investigator: 













Institute for Print and 
Media Technology
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The Baumann Group 
Principal investigator: 
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